Mammal Kit Contents:

**Pelts (Furs and Skins) – 13 total, 1 of each mammal**
Beaver  
Bobcat  
Coyote  
Deer  
Gray Fox  
Mink  
Muskrat  
Opossum  
Otter  
Raccoon  
Red Fox  
Skunk  
Weasel

**Track Molds - 19 mammals**
Badger – 1 front & 1 hind  
Beaver – 1 front & 1 hind  
Black Bear – 1 front  
Coyote – 1 front & 1 hind  
Deer (Whitetail) – 1 front & 1 hind  
Dog (Domestic) – 1 front  
Gray Fox – 1 front & 1 hind  
Gray Squirrel – 1 front & 1 hind  
House Cat – 1 front & 1 hind  
Opossum – 1 front & 1 hind  
Otter (River) – 1 front & 1 hind  
Mink – 1 front & 1 hind  
Mouse – 1 hind  
Muskrat – 1 front & 1 hind  
Rabbit (Cottontail) – 1 front & 1 hind  
Raccoon – 1 front & 1 hind  
Red Fox – 1 front & 1 hind  
Skunk (Striped) – 1 front & 1 hind  
Wolf – 1 front

**Scat Replicas – 14 total, 1 of each mammal**
Beaver  
Black Bear  
Bobcat  
Coyote  
Deer (Whitetail)  
Gray Fox  
Mink  
Opossum  
Mouse  
Muskrat  
Otter (River)  
Rabbit (Cottontail)  
Raccoon  
Red Fox  
Skunk (Striped)

**Skulls – 6 total, 1 of each mammal**
Bobcat  
Coyote  
Mink  
Muskrat  
Otter  
Skunk

**Tracking Stencil Sets – 4 sets total, 1 set for each mammal**
Bobcat
- Action stencil with directions for creating common track patterns
- Single Print stencils (hind and front) for creating a single track
- Animal Track Stencils Natural History #201 information sheet with text and track pattern diagrams
- Suggestions for Using Animal Track Stencils sheet
- Helpful Information for Using Animal Track Stencils sheet

Raccoon
- Action stencil with directions for creating common track patterns
- Single Print stencils (hind and front) for creating a single track
- Animal Track Stencils Natural History #700 information sheet with text and track pattern diagrams
- Suggestions for Using Animal Track Stencils sheet
- Helpful Information for Using Animal Track Stencils sheet

Red Fox
- Action stencil with directions for creating common track patterns
- Single print stencils (hind and front) for creating a single track
- Animal Track Stencils Natural History #301 information sheet with text and track pattern diagrams
- Suggestions for Using Animal Track Stencils sheet
- Helpful Information for Using Animal Track Stencils sheet

River Otter
- Action Stencil with directions for creating common track patterns
- Single Print stencils (hind and front) for creating a single track
- Animal Track Stencils Natural History #601 information sheet with text and track pattern diagrams

Books – 7 books total
- "Animal Tracks of the Great Lakes" by Chris Stall, 1989
- "Guide to Animal Tracking and Behavior" by Donald & Lillian Stokes, Stokes Nature Guides, 1986
- "Skulls and Bones: A guide to the skeletal structures and behavior or North American mammals" by Glenn Searfoss, 1995